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1. Introduction: ‘Getting to know you’ worksheets/games and presentations. 

Written presentation. 

Speaking activities using quantifiers. 

 

2. Practice PET speaking activities and personal presentation questions. 

Watching example videos of Cambridge speaking exams   

‘Talking about myself’ listening comprehension and group speaking practice. 

Looking at photos: Compare and talk about photos. Vocabulary builders about 

prepositions of place and vocabulary of useful topics such as sports, free time activities, 

school, family, clothes  

 

3. Revision of past tenses. Talking about past events. 

Storytelling/Talking about past holidays/school trips and other events.  

Oral tests using past tenses. Talking about past experiences. 

Future tenses for talking about future plans and being able to move from past/present 

and future with ease. Practice question worksheets. 

‘Talk about it’ group discussion. 

4. Talking about a favourite and worst holiday oral test (showing use of past tenses) 

 

5. Collaborative discussion practice. Studying the First certificate speaking example 

video.  

 

6.   History of Halloween. (Vocabulary worksheets and discussion activities.)  

 

7. Gap year listening comprehension exercise and activities concerning gap year 

options. Looking at blogger Joel Friend’s experiences. 

 

8. Chapter 2 (Gold)On the bucket list: ‘Whenever I leave I want to come back’ 

 

Vocabulary: Anecdotes, and apps, idiomatic phrases and expressions. Collocations 

and linkers gap-fill exercises. 

           . Skill: Listening for specific information and opinion. 



Travel-writing: Listening about travel writers. Task: multiple choice 

Use of English: Multiple choice gap-fill cloze about Everest and Venice. Practice of 

collocations about the topic of travel. 

Topic: Summer holidays, photo comparison, skill: Giving concise answers. Task: 

Interviews. 

Making up stories with three different words as a springboard. 

 

Talking about Christmas holidays. 

 

9. Chapter 3. All in a day’s work: 

Education and work: 

Talking about school in Italy. Discussing best and worst moments at school. How 

could school be improved? 

  Vocabulary exercises; phrasal verbs and verbs and prepositions. 

      Unschooling: Video comprehension (Australian video) and discussion 

Listening comprehension, vocab builders and discussion about part-time jobs.  

Listening: Job shadowing. Skill: Understanding different speakers. Task. Multiple 

matching 

Use of English: Multiple choice cloze 

Speaking: topic: part-time jobs. Skill: Justifying an opinion Task: collaborative task. 

Coding and technology vocab exercises and discussion. Collaborative discussion 

about technology. 

 

10. Women’s rights. ‘Break the bias’ video and listening comprehension. 

 

11. Talking about women who inspire you, discussion and video comprehension (British 

council teens) 

Video comprehension about farming. 

 

12. Oral tests: Presentation 5 minutes each student. Research successful businesses 

that began as hobbies.  

 

13. Collaborative discussion (First certificate practice) Oral tests. 

 

14. Reading and vocabulary exercises about collaborative discussion topics. ‘Are 

schools too lenient?’ 

Part-time jobs/rules in school. 

 

15. Discussion and questionnaire about Dublin. 

 



 


